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History and Background
In 1949 DW Schwellen Co. started producing concrete sleepers, or ties, under the original
business owners DYWIDAG and WALTER BAU works. The company now consists of three
locations; Güsen, Neuss, and Augsburg. I will be focusing on the Neuss plant in Dusseldorf,
Germany to base my shelf layout plan on.
Establishment of the Neuss plant was in 1917, and production continued until 1939, when
almost total destruction of the facilities occurred by the end of the 2nd World War. The
plant was quickly rebuilt, and by 1949 production was in full swing again. The Neuss plant
has four production lines for sleepers and bearers with a total production area of 11,500 m²
on a land area of about 48,000 m². In addition to an extensive number of sleepers and
bearers of varying configurations for sustainability requirements, they also develop new
products.
These include:






Sleepers for S and U-Bahn(track) with bus bars, catch and guide rails
Turnout sleepers for suburban trains
Sleepers for narrow gauge railways
Precast concrete track panels as track support system for urban and local railways
Precast concrete track grid as a three-rail track grid

To support the production of this vast line of sleepers, Neuss receives covered hoppers of
concrete mix, gondolas and flats of coiled metal sheets and rod, and boxcars carrying a
variety of hardware used in the reinforcement of the sleepers. So as you can see, the Neuss
plant has plenty of potential for switching and spotting cars in specific locations. All
contained in a compact location.
My track plan is N scale and fits in an area of 24 x 72 inches. (Fig. 1) There is very little
selective compression. You could call this plan “The Concrete”. Along the same lines as Jim
Lincoln’s “The Chocolate”, known for its non-compressed switching layout, done in N scale
as well. To add more switching possibilities, I repurposed the track that sits in front of the
assorted industries at the top of the plan. In modern days, this is an unused track. Opening
this spur up affords you the ability to make those industries into anything you want, to vary
the freight traffic.
Figure 1
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Motive Power and Freight Cars
One of the unique features of this plan, despite all the switching, is the lack of a runaround track. The switching is accomplished with the use of 2 small diesel shunters, or
switchers.

DW Schwellen #1 (Left), #3 (Right)
Models of these engines, and similar
variants, are available from Arnold and
MiniTrix. Most are DC powered, but I have
seen one that come DCC equipped, which
can be found on the Walther’s site.
https://www.walthers.com/exec/produc
tinfo/739-12439 I am amazed that Trix
was able to fit DCC into this engine, being
that it’s only 1-1/2” long in N scale. If you
can see past the “slightly out of scale”
couplers, then this model should be fine.
The main freight car traffic
going into the plant is flatcar
wagons, type U-x153. These are
used to ship the finished
concrete sleeper to the
customer. They also receive
metal loads on flats for use in
production. Arnold makes
several styles of these cars. Here
is an example of Mfg# 6254.
They are also available in 2 packs, Mfg# 6274.
Other freight cars include covered hoppers, gondolas, and boxcars. With the many
possibilities of businesses on the repurposed spur track, you can have almost anything you
want on this layout. Below are just a few examples.
Arnold 6107 covered hopper

Fleischmann 828313 gondola Fleischmann 831403 boxcar
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Operations – A Juggling Game
The operations on this layout can be fun and challenging. This plan is great for one person
to keep busy for a few hours, but it is really ideal for two people to work in tangent. Each
person manning one of the small shunters, acting as a run around track…without the run
around.
Below (Fig. 2) is how the session would normally start out. The 2 shunters are #15 & 16.
They face opposite direction to make switching easier for the engineer. The majority of
freight on the layout is flatcars. They are represented by empties on the very top track; #26,
19, 18, 3, 4, 27, 5, 6, 25 & 27. Full flats on lower track; #21 & 22. Other freight, on the
industry spur, is boxcars #9, 10, 11, 1, & 8. These can be empties or loads, depending on the
switchlist. 2 cars #12 & 31 are at the main manufacturing building. There is one more
flatcar #20 on the industry spur. This is loaded/unloaded at the metal fabricator. The last
car is #14, a covered hopper used for concrete mix.
The first order of business is to pull all the cars that will be leaving the yard. Checking the
switchlist to see the movements. The #16 shunter will pull any loads leaving from the
industry spur. Place these cars on the main, angled track. #16 will also pull the #14 covered
hopper, because this is normally empty at the start of the session. Place the remaining
freight back at the appropriate businesses. Shunter #15 needs to pull its 2 loaded flats from
the stock yard and tack them onto the end of the other outbound cars. Now, #15 can push
the string of cars out of the yard, and onto the cassette to be removed from the layout. This
acts as the outside world engine, taking them away to their destination. Once they are all
removed, #15 pulls back into the yard, and awaits 2 more empty flats. These are kept on the
top track, and are pulled by #16. They are transferred to #15 to be brought back to the main
stock yard to be loaded full of concrete sleepers. After they are placed under the overhead
cranes, #15 can go back out to the mainline (the cassette) and pull in any new freight into
the yard. These are sorted by the 2 shunters according to the switchlist.
That is the main operation of the layout. This can be repeated as many times as wanted.
To add even more interest, a fast clock can be introduced into the equation. Assigning
certain times for a car to be unloaded can bind up the yard. Let’s say if #8 is set to be pulled,
but #1 is still being unloaded by a slow, disgruntled employee at the bratwurst maker. Then
it will have to wait for the allotted time to pass before that switching move can be done.
While other more time sensitive freight can be moved around in preparation for the final
shove out of the yard.
By adding things to the fascia like a small padlock, a small brake wheel, and 2 hoses that
twist together, you can add to the operational realism. The padlock is used on the main yard
gate, which has to be locked whenever trains are not passing through. The wheel and hoses
can be utilized every time cars are added and cut from the trains. These additions also
increase the time it takes to run an ops session.
Figure 2

Structures and Scenery
As for structures and scenery, this is a very industrialized area of Düsseldorf. Just to the
north of the area modeled is a large rail yard, to the east are many gritty industries, to the
south, across a manmade channel, is a huge container/transfer facility, and to the west is a
junkyard, concrete manufacture, and another even bigger rail yard. The DW Schwellen plant
consists of a production building, a silo, a large and small overhead crane, and a few
ancillary buildings. The business around the plant can be represented by many styles of
structures. From large metal sheathed warehouses, to medium sized brick transfer
buildings to small wooden structures.
Below is an aerial shot from Bing Maps of the complex (Fig. 3). It is looking from east to
west. The yellow lines are the tracks being modeled in the plan. The red line is a cable car
system explained below.
Figure 3

Structures and Scenery
To capture the German feel of the structures, there are many industrial kits available from
European manufactures such as; Faller, Heljan, Kibri, and Vollmer, just to name a few. Even
some American style kits can be used from Pikestuff, DPM, and Walthers to represent the
assorted business along the spur track.

Pikestuff 8016

Walthers 933-3201

Walthers 933-3211

There is a nice open area right in the
center of the plan. This is where the
stockpiles of concrete sleepers are
stored. Once they are completed in the
plant, a stack of them are placed on a
dolly and pulled out into the main yard
by a cable system. This is shown on the
map above as a red line (Fig. 2). When
the stacks of sleepers make it to the
yard, they are sorted by two large
overhead cranes. These are the white
girder structures seen in the map above.
The smaller one can also be seen in the cover photo, which was photographed from atop the
large crane. To build these key structures, you can use Vollmer’s Overhead Crane kit
https://www.walthers.com/exec/productinfo/770-7901 . The stacks of sleepers can be
modeled by stripping the rails off of concrete tie flex track, then cutting them into 5-9 tie
long strips, stacking and gluing them together.
Speaking of the cranes, they are what
drew me to this area of Germany to model.
There is a unique track configuration right
in the middle of this plan. The turnout in the
middle of the plan has one of the rail tracks
of the large overhead crane passing right
through the center of the frog. You can see
shunter #3 passing over the unique
intersection of track (left). This was
pointed out to me by Sven Frank, from
Dusseldorf, during an Off Show Chat (OSC).
It was such an interesting region of rail
lines, Sven, Anders, and myself spent a majority of the evening (early morning for them)
navigating this whole area. There are a lot of opportunities to construct interesting turnouts
and track in this small switching layout. But if hand laying is not your thing, the plan can
easily be built using commercially available track from Atlas RR Co.
http://www.atlasrr.com/
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It’s a Wrap - Conclusion
With the growing popularity of smaller shelf layouts and switching puzzle style
operations, I hope this track plan ticks many boxes for someone. With the need for 2
shunters running on this layout, I can see this plan keeping a couple guys busy for a few
hours shoving freight around to meet the demands of all the customers of the DW Schwellen
complex. This plan can easily be converted to look like a city in the United States, England,
or Japan; anywhere rail service is in need of concrete sleeper ties.
I hope this shelf layout plan will put you to “sleepers”… Concrete ones that is.

Shunter #3’s flatcars getting loaded up by the large overhead crane

Reference Materials
I was fortunate enough to have a special contact in Düsseldorf, Sven Frank, take some up-close shots
of the complex. He was walking along Heerdterbusch Road, near the main entrance of the complex.
He took photos of as much as he could without spending an evening in the local jail. He included
pictures of the flatcars and track details. Also, some straight on views of building facades that
someone can use to edit in Photoshop to make buildings. Other shots showed me angles of the
sleeper stock yard that I did not see anywhere else on the internet. I have just a few examples below.
I am in debt to Sven for his on location reporting. There is a reference below for a link to full photo
gallery.

Yard lead alongside of road. Left to empty
flatcar storage, right to yard

Main track entrance. Large crane and
cement silo can be seen above gate.

1st yard switch. Left to assorted industry spur,
Right to cement hopper unloader and tail track

Flatcar and structure details.
Cameo appearance by Sven’s shadow

Main entrance for employees.

Buffer/bumper detail at end of spur track

Reference Materials
References:
You can visit the company website for more information. It is in German, so I recommend
Google translator, which does a pretty good job. http://www.dw-schwellen.de/
From a German “railpictures.net” style site. Pictures of yard shunters.
http://www.deutsche-kleinloks.de/index.php?nav=1406157&id=1940&action=portrait
Photo gallery of DW Schwellen by Sven Frank on Photobucket
http://s281.photobucket.com/user/Myowngod/library/#/user/Myowngod/library/DW%
20Schwellen%20Concrete%20Sleeper%20MFG%20Dusseldorf%20GE?sort=3&page=1&_s
uid=141419880418908618490732505131
Most structures and rolling stock available from Walthers https://www.walthers.com/
Other engines and freight cars available in N scale from Arnold and Trix.
http://www.reynaulds.com/arnold.aspx
http://www.reynaulds.com/trix.aspx

